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Fremont-Rideout Health 
project capacity grows 
x12 with Workfront
To update their aging infrastructure, Fremont-
Rideout needed a major enterprise-wide 
implementation. Their new PMO and Workfront 
Enterprise Work Cloud accepted the challenge.

IN NEED OF AN UPDATE

Fremont-Rideout Health Group in Northern California averaged 
approximately 60,000 emergency room patient visits per year 
between two hospitals and numerous specialized clinics. Up 
until 2008, they had managed to build up an impressive budget 
surplus, but their IT healthcare software systems and infrastructure 
were outdated. Tony Toglia came to the organization in 2008 as 
a consultant to implement barcoded patient forms along with an 
EMR, and soon found himself joining the team full-time. He was 
immediately tasked with forming a new PMO, as its director, to 
facilitate updating the hospital’s software systems and bridging the 
gap between the IT department and their various client departments 
and stakeholders.

It became clear to Tony that more could be accomplished with better 
tools. Tony was sure he could increase project throughput and 
quality, and give the organization much more transparency into 
their work.

UP TO THE CHALLENGE

As Tony assembled a crack team of project managers and began 
looking for a solution, CIO Tarun Ghosh introduced him to Workfront 
Enterprise Work Cloud. Tony and Tarun knew they wanted something 
that could be implemented quickly and with little impact on their IT 
resources. Online reviews, and input from the IT managers, led them 
to request an Workfront demo.

Workfront stood out among the competition because of its intuitive 
functionality and relational database. Tony’s team could pick up 
the software quickly. They could create customized reports and 
dashboards to fi t their visibility needs, all of which would be updated 
dynamically in real time. Finally, with the help of an on-site Workfront 
consultant, the tool could be implemented in less than a month

AT A GLANCE

CHALLENGES

• Outdated IT healthcare software systems 
and infrastructure 

• Processes were hindering project 
throughput and quality

• Lack of transparency

BENEFITS

• Complete visibility into projects

• Signifi cantly increased project capacity

• Real-time reports increased accountability 
and improved performance
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Devour Your Team's Work Chaos With Workfront 

Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning, tracking, 
collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

• Increase communication and transparency through social-style   
updates and dashboards 

• Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress   
and resource workloads 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement

without using any IT resources. In July 2009, Fremont-Rideout’s new PMO 
began using Workfront. 
 

RAISING EXPECTATIONS

Over the next four years, Workfront expanded to be used by the PMO, all 
users in the IT department, and several executives. All PMO-driven projects 
were run using Workfront, along with most IT projects. Workfront also became 
the hub for project management on a multi-million-dollar replacement of the 
hospital’s systems, including CPOE/order management, clinical and ancillary 
documentation-orders-results, financial, GL, materials management, medical 
records, patient registration, and billing—the largest software implementation 
in the hospital’s history. For Tony, the automation and transparency of 
Workfront was crucial in managing all of the project’s moving parts and, 
ultimately, its success.

With Workfront, the team’s work was suddenly completely visible. With every 
project update and task completed, the tool created an audit trail that staff, 
team leads, and project managers could follow to see how and why projects 
had or had not succeeded. Everyone from the CIO to the department directors 
on Tony’s team could view real-time reports on late tasks, upcoming tasks, 
project weight, projects by portfolio, pending projects and more. At the 
functional level, Tony used these reports to increase accountability in project 
status meetings.

This increased visibility made the hospital’s work significantly more transparent and compliant. Productivity on the 
organization’s software implementation jumped from one to two installs per year to more than 12 installs per year. 
The PMO’s performance has been so impressive that they are now being requested by many departments to work 
on their projects, software-related or not.

“WORKFRONT HAS RAISED 
EXPECTATIONS. IF YOU 
LOOK AT THE NUMBER OF 
PROJECTS THAT WE’VE 
BEEN ABLE TO DO WITH 
THE NEW PMO AND 
WORKFRONT COMBINED, 
IT’S RIDICULOUS. IT’S 
LIKE THEY WERE PUT 
ON STEROIDS OR 
SOMETHING.”–Chris 
Parisi, Vice President 
of Technology, Bulldog 
Solutions

–Tony Toglia, Director,  
PMO, Fremont-Rideout 
Health Group


